We help small businesses win with
marketing automation
Whether your goal is to capture targeted leads, convert them into
customers, or build an automated sales funnel — Emercury
provides a combination of easy-to-use marketing automation
platform & an unwavering dedication for customer support.
See what professional marketers & business owners are saying about us:

Ara D.

Emercury translates our email marketing campaigns to more leads.
"The quality of the customer support team at Emercury is what impresses me the most about this
organization.I like how I am allowed to either create my own email templates or make use of html
editor to code a template from scratch.Its email automation campaign functionality makes it
possible to send emails to web visitors and customers,based on triggers like what part of our
email they click on..."
11/03/2018
Read the full transparent review

Kirk W.
Director of Operations at Green Investment Management, Inc.

Experts In Deliverability
"Having access to 3 experts who truly guide me to better engagement and deliverability. Anytime I
need assistance, the appropriate expert is readily available to help me accomplish whatever I
need. These guys aren't your typical support guys - they are seasoned industry experts who
provide solutions as well as explanations, and even assistance in doing the legwork. I don't have
to ever worry..."
05/24/2018
Read the full transparent review

Scott C.
Principal Owner @ 360 Strategy Group

Exceptional delivery and dedication from the team
"The team at Emercury is nothing short of amazing when onboarding new clients. They develop a
plan to make sure you are inboxing, quickly. The attention needed for this process is enormous,
but they are the leading experts in delivery from my 20+ years of experience. The platform is clean,
intuitive and reliable. Plus, they are constantly adding new features to keep ahead of the end
users..."
10/18/2018
Read the full transparent review

All reviews are taken from a validated G2crowd source.

Your success is on our mind

Expert-level customer service
Our customer support team consists of seasoned email marketing experts who are
industry-renowned to be instrumental i n the success of our client’s marketing. One look at our
G2crowds review page will show you how we feel about the importance of hands-on customer
service -- with representatives who actually know what they’re doing.

Educating you in email
Email marketing is complex, and marketers like yourself hate the technical aspects of it. That’s
why we’re committed to educating you about email through Emercury University: Where
marketers like yourself learn practical, easily-digestible lessons that’ll serve as a framework for
your marketing automation strategy.

Small is the new big
We believe that the future is there for small businesses to take. That’s why we’re here to help
you automate your entire marketing process through email, so you can create a fully automated
sales-generating machine for your business. Something that may well be the foundation of your
success for years to come!

The proof is in the pudding

Ready to grow your business through
marketing automation?
Now is the best time to take action. Join 10,000+ marketers & business owners who are already
using Emercury to successfully automate their marketing.
I’m ready… Schedule a Demo with Emercury Now!

Simple wireframe:

Note: I didn’t draw a wireframe for the last part (the “Ready to win…” section) because I think
it’s pretty straightforward. Use the same style as all the other section, provide lots of white
space, big CTA button, and a high-contrast color to grab the reader’s attention -- and we’ll be
just fine. :)

